The great variety of historical figures and themes found in the published works of John Headley since 1963 reveal a unity of themes and values. The numerous persons whom Headley studied all envisioned a humane universal order even as they moved from theoretical reflection to actual political implementation. His more recent work holds up the European legacy of human rights, democracy, and freedom that have become a Western gift and challenge to non-Western cultures.
Gattinara, Carlo Borromeo, Tommaso Campanella, as well as the great, often anonymous cartographers of the early modern age. Yet despite all their ostensible diversity, they point in unison to themes and values which not only sustained John's scholarly energy for over half a century but which, as he has argued over this last decade, sustained the best of our civilization for over half a millennium.
For these individuals all shared a commitment to the aspirations to a universal order which they envisioned as humane and universal, whether under the aegis of church or of empire. Whether John studied transgressors against established power like Luther and Campanella, or conservators of an emerging new order like Gattinara and Borromeo, or someone in between the two like More, they all embodied that struggle at the core of European civilization for (as John phrased it) "a symbiosis between the particular and the general, the local and the universal" ([1], p. 12).
In each of their lives, John held up for us the bedeviling dialectical relationship between Utopian visions and political realities-between, if you will, eloquence and efficacy. For as eloquent as all of them were in articulating a theoretical vision of universal order, each of them (except Campanella) crossed the threshold out from the study and into the council chamber to carry his vision into the rough and tumble of swiftly changing political realities. In that dialectic between thought and action, these individuals still command our admiration, as John wrote, for "their prodigious work habits and their sensitive humanist minds" ([1], p. 142). They all shared a common inheritance of medieval legal or theological training that was undergoing a fresh invigoration by the Renaissance humanist re-thinking of spiritual, ecclesiastical, and political realities.
As these men of ideas became men of power, they carried with them what John calls "the continuing human urge to transcend the local [community] for a more inclusive [i.e., universalizing] order" ( [2] , p. vii) into a world that was collapsing into religious fragments while at the same time expanding into global empires. Again and again, John's work chronicled how the intractable realities of the English court, the Imperial chancery, the archdiocese of Milan, the Lutheran princes, or the Spanish empire would force these learned statesmen to settle for modified success. In addition, each of them was constrained to come to terms with the perennial struggle between church and state. Indeed, as John once declared, "The continuing effort to distinguish the two jurisdictions [church and state] without their actual separation, to renegotiate this distinction between the sacred and the secular, becomes perhaps the most decisive feature of Western civilization" ( [2] , p. viii). Indeed, John epitomized European civilization when he wrote that, "The interlocking universalisms advanced first by the Stoic notion of cosmopolis on the one hand, [then later] reinforced by the re-presentation of Christ's Body on the other, serve to inform the universalizing claims of each type of polity [i.e., church and state] in their … permutations throughout the classical/Christian development" ( [2] , p. vii) of European history. Thus it is no wonder that John revitalized our appreciation also of Campanella, who "reverted to an extreme statement of universal papal theocracy" ( [2] , p. vi). For, as John has frequently explained, that effort to distinguish church and state would become in later centuries the all-out struggle between a sacral world view and secularization ( [2] , p. vii). As he would come to insist in his later work, that universalism laid the groundwork for Europe's highest contribution to world civilization.
In the midst of these themes, from the mid-1980s on, John's work turned again and again to Spain and the theme of global Empire. Some of his most incisive review essays are about books on empire and imperialism that appeared in these decades [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Spain's rapid acquisition of a truly worldwide dominion and its dynastic link to the Holy Roman Empire made its pursuit of universal order not simply a Utopian dream but a concrete bureaucratic priority. Then, as the years unfolded, John began unfolding maps, real ones conserved at the Folger, the Newberry, the John Carter Brown, and elsewhere. For, as he would emphasize, maps enshrine both practically and symbolically a vision of world order. Indeed, those early modern maps dramatize the dialectic between world order and practical political realities.
Headley's interest in cartography took wings as it carried him to his recent book of 2008 [8] . In this amazing book, John identified two European developments as Europe's definitive gifts to the age of globalization, namely, first, "the idea of a common humanity as a single moral, biological totality…. with its program of natural, human rights" ( [8] , p. 2, phrase in re-arranged sequence) and second "the capacity for self-criticism and dissent [with its inherent idea of freedom]… which through a long historical process ultimately culminated in constitutional democracy … including … a free press, independent judicial review, and respect for the rule of law and the rights of minorities" ( [8] , pp. 2-3, phrase in re-arranged sequence).
John is aware of the deeper, somewhat darker dialectic of that European legacy, or as he calls it, the paradox. He wrote, "Admittedly, much in that [European] tradition did need criticism and reformulation" ( [8] , p. 5). He cited Diderot's observation of Europe, "the paradox [whereby] the most arrogant of civilizations is at the same time the most radically given to criticism of itself" ( [8] , p. 4). Amplifying on Diderot, John wrote that "this paradox is trumped by another, even more astonishingthat the civilization that in its colonialism and imperialism gave us the most savage, inhuman treatments of indigenous populations, not to mention the ultimate inhumanity of Auschwitz, was the same that promoted the idea of a common humanity and programs of human rights accompanied subsequently by a myriad of private organizations that continue to address poverty, hunger, disease, and multifarious needs throughout the globe" ([8], p. 4) . To the extent that that these latter benefits are true, the "principle for the universal integration of all human populations is the true European legacy" ( [5] , p. 887; [6] , p. 887).
And yet, how close has the world come to that universal integration? Even as John praised the European, or Western, 1 legacy of human rights, democracy, and freedom to dissent, he sounds the qui vive, 2 the alarm at the threats to their viability, not least in the United States in the first decade of this century. In the 1990s he sounded notes of hopefulness, such as when he wrote "A more truly universal 1 On the distinct usages of European or Western, see [5] , ch. 
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